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This study was focused on investigation of new glass-system with the following composition: (100-
x-0.25)(75NaPO3 – 25CaF2) – xFe2O3 – 0.25Er2O3  with x = 0, 1.5, 2.5, 5, and 10 in mol%. The 
new system is contrasting with the previous studies due to the integration of Fe2O3 into the 
composition. The aim of the study was to improve the thermal stability of the glass while ensuring 
the preservation of the nucleation and growth mechanisms. 
 
Glasses were prepared using a standard melting process and characterized, after which the 
glass-ceramics were made by controlled heat treatment of the as-prepared glasses. The results 
demonstrate improved thermal stability, but along with loss in fluorine content during melting, 
which prevented CaF2-crystals formation in glass-ceramics. The use of quartz crucible induces a 
change in fluorine content and, as a consequence, the nucleation and growth mechanisms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
“Photonics is a systematic science dealing with the photon generation and detection, as 
well as stimulated emission, photon frequency conversion and polarization change. 
(Xu,06)” Glass has a potential to become a photonic medium since it can be doped with 
rare-earth (RE) elements and nanoparticles, and many other properties can be altered 
to fit various applications.  
 
Phosphate glasses have been of a great interest because they can be designed to 
possess good solubility of rare-earth ions without clustering effect and also good thermal 
and mechanical stabilities along with low melting temperature and other (Sh,05). Glasses 
containing RE-ions possess distinctive spectroscopic properties and due to that have a 
number of different applications, such as lasers, telecommunications area, optical 
amplifiers, solar cells, bio-imaging and other (De,98).  
 
This thesis is the continuation of the study of Er-doped glasses and glass-ceramics 
(No,18), (Sz,19). Er3+ doped glasses with the composition (75 NaPO3-(25-x) CaO-xCaF2) 
(in mol %) were prepared using standard melting process and characterized. The newly 
developed glasses were found to be promising materials for upconversion applications, 
especially the glass with x=25. This glass exhibits a bulk crystallization upon heat 
treatment with the precipitation of CaF2 crystals. Due to a significant increase in the 
intensity of the upconversion, the CaF2 crystals are expected to contain Er3+ ions. 
However, the glass exhibits a poor thermal stability limiting its drawing into fiber. In this 
work, different amounts of Fe2O3 were added into the glass with x=25 in order to create 
a more thermally stable glass. The glasses were heat treated to check the impact of the 
Fe addition on the crystallization tendency of the glass. Therefore, the objective of this 
work was to study the impact of Fe2O3 addition on various glass properties and on the 
nucleation and crystallization mechanism.   
 
In Chapter 2, the basic definitions of glass, laser glass, glass-ceramics are introduced. 
Fundamental concepts such as glass formation, glass melting, nucleation and growth 
theory are presented. Next, Chapter 3 focuses on the experimental part of the study; 
preparation of the samples and operation principles of all equipment used for glass 
characterization are described. The results and analysis of the measurements follow in 
Chapter 4, along with a discussion based on the objectives and acquired data. Chapter 
5 concludes the study, proposing the next step.  
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
2.1 Glasses 
Glass is a material that is usually characterized by the following properties: hard, 
inorganic, transparent, and brittle substance. History of glass counts centuries of glass 
manufacturing, the earliest glass objects are dated as early as 2500 BCE produced in 
Egypt (Gl,19). Glass manufacturing employs various techniques for different 
applications, which includes both practical and decorative utilization such as building 
construction, housewares, and telecommunications (Gl,19).  
2.1.1 Glass formation 
To comprehend the nature of glass and its formation mechanism, the glass formation 
process can be studied by reviewing one of the most prominent diagrams in glass 
science, enthalpy versus temperature plot (Figure 1).  
 
Figure 1. Enthalpy versus temperature plot for the glass formation mechanism 
(Za,17). 
Different stages of the material can be defined as:  
- Liquids, which exist above the melting temperature Tm and never crystalizes 
- Supercooled liquids, which exist between Tm and the glass transition temperature 
Tg, they crystalize eventually (as indicated by the red arrow);  
- Glasses, which exist below the Tg, they spontaneously relax toward the 
supercooled liquids at any nonzero temperature as indicated by the gray arrow 
and eventually crystalize;  
- Crystals, which possess well-organized atomic structures at short, medium and 
long range and are stable below the Tm (Za,17).  
 
Therefore, the glass formation mechanism can be described as following: the liquid melt 
is cooled down and the molecular motion slows down, reaching Tm it can crystalize or in 
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case of rapid cooling transform into supercooled liquid (no crystalline structure is 
formed), during cooling. The growing viscosity of the material does not allow the atomic 
structure to completely rearrange to an ordered crystalline structure. Finally, when the 
temperature reaches Tg, an amorphous material called glass is formed. ‘Amorphous’ 
indicates no long-order range or periodic atomic arrangement.  
2.1.2 Glass definition 
The complete definition of glass based on its formation process is: “Glass is a 
nonequilibrium, non-crystalline condensed state of matter that exhibits a glass transition. 
The structure of glasses is similar to that of their parent supercooled liquids, and they 
spontaneously relax toward the supercooled liquids  state. Their ultimate fate, in the limit 
of infinite time, is to crystallize.” (Za,17) 
 
Glasses are also described by their various properties: optical properties, such as index 
of refraction, light absorption/transmission; mechanical properties, such as viscosity, 
density, compression resistance; thermal properties, such as thermal expansion 
coefficient, glass characteristic temperatures. All the properties are defined by the 
chemical composition of a particular glass.  
2.1.3 Glass melting 
Glass manufacturing process can be described in terms of distinct basic steps: 
preparation of a batch from raw materials (chemicals), heat-melting of the batch in the 
melting furnace and enforcing cooling of the newly formed glass by quenching. The next 
and final crucial step is annealing of the newly formed glass to diminish the stress after 
the quenching and produce a stable glass.  
 
Indeed, glasses may be manufactured in many different ways and utilizing different 
chemical composition, however, the most prevalent glass manufacturing technique is 
melting silica (SiO2) with other oxides, often referred to as soda-lime-silica glasses. To 
prepare such a glass, silica (SiO2) is mixed with soda (Na2O) in the form of sodium 
carbonate to lower the melting temperature, then the lime (CaO) in the form of calcium 
carbonate is added to increase the chemical durability of the glass. (We,19)  
 
Sol-gel is another widely used technique, which encompasses the formation of polymeric 
sols originating at hydrolysis and condensation of the precursors. Then, as hydrolysis 
and condensation advances, the gels are formed. (Kh,15) 
2.2 Optical glasses 
2.2.1 Phosphate glasses 
Phosphate glasses are one of the alternative glasses, which are based on phosphorus 
pentoxide (P2O5) tetrahedral units (Figure 2). The P-tetrahedra derive from the formation 
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of sp3 hybrid orbitals by the P outer electrons (3s23p3) and the outer electron is promoted 
to a 3d orbital where 3d orbital forms strong π-bonding molecular orbitals with oxygen 
2p electrons. These tetrahedral units associate through covalent bridging oxygens to 
build various phosphate anions. Phosphate tetrahedral units in phosphate glasses are 
classified using Qi terminology (Figure 2), where i stands for the number of bridging 
oxygens per tetrahedron. (Br,00) 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of Qi phosphate tetrahedral units in phosphate 
glasses (Ko,10).  
Phosphate glasses are widely used for photonics application because they possess good 
rare-earth (RE) ions solubility, without clustering effect, due to their more open and 
distorted network than silica-based glass (Sh,05).   
2.2.2 Laser glasses 
Laser glasses are optical materials that are doped with rare-earth (RE) elements, which 
include Scandium, Yttrium and the elements in the lanthanide series in the periodic table. 
RE ions are used to detect, convert, and amplify photonic signals.  
 
In this work, Er3+ ions have been studied as a source of laser emission. Utilizing the 980 
nm excitation wavelength of the laser diode, Er3+ is first excited to  4I11/2 level (second 
excited level), followed by a non-radiative transmission to the 4I13/2 level (first excited 
level) (Ga,06). Next, emission at near infrared (NIR) region, at wavelength of 1.54 m 
(wavelength widely used in telecommunications), is achieved by the radiative transition 
from the 4I13/2 level to the ground state 4I15/2 (Ga,06). The excitation can also be achieved 
through other higher levels from which nonradiative decay occurs to the metastable 4I13/2 
level (Ya,00). The energy levels and transitions are presented in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Energy levels and transition wavelengths of Er3+ (Ya, 00). 
In laser glasses, photons excite the RE ions while the light passes through the glass. A 
traveling photon may stimulate the emission of another photon situated on an excited 
level. If emission happens, the emitted photon travels with the same phase and in the 
same direction, hence, contributing to the overall signal and amplifying it. The benefit of 
such a mechanism is efficiently utilized in fibers: amplified laser signal travels long 
distances with negligible losses. 
2.3 Glass-Ceramics 
2.3.1 Definition 
 
Glass-ceramics (GCs) are materials formed through the controlled nucleation and 
crystallization of glass using heat treatment (Ho,12). These materials exhibit various 
physical, chemical, and optical properties, which is usually a combination of two or more 
desired properties in one material (Da,17). 
 
Physically, glass-ceramics form an amorphous glass network in which crystals are 
homogeneously embedded. Crystalline phases may possess cleavage planes and grain 
boundaries acting as obstacles for fracture propagation, which is due to crystals having 
discrete structural plans and producing structural discontinuities if they meet (Ho,12). 
Thus, glass-ceramics are better in terms of mechanical properties than glasses.  
 
Moreover, fluorine containing glass-ceramics doped with Er-ions are one of the most 
advantageous materials for spectroscopic applications (Ar,15). This is due to the fact 
that a nanocrystal incorporated with the Er3+-ion possesses the low phonon energy 
needed for the successful upconversion(Ka,16). 
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2.3.2 Nucleation and growth theory 
One of the methods to manufacture glass-ceramics is to induce internal crystallization 
through exposure of the glass to heat treatment. The process consists of two distinct 
stages: nucleation and crystal growth. 
 
According to (Ho,12) classical definition, “a nucleus is an entity that already belongs to 
the new phase but is in an unstable equilibrium with respect to the supersaturated parent 
phase”. First, the nuclei are formed within the bulk, and then, the nuclei are grown into 
crystals. The visual representation of this process is depicted in Figure 4.  
 
 
Figure 4. Nucleation and growth mechanism: a) nuclei formation b) crystal growth 
of the nuclei c) glass-ceramic microstructure (Ho,12). 
To design a proper controlled heat treatment process, glass transition and crystallization 
temperatures should be defined. The Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) is carried out 
on glass samples to establish their unique thermal properties.  
 
Figure 5 (i) describes the rates of nucleation and crystal growth as a function of 
temperature.  
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Figure 5. (i) The rates of nucleation and crystal growth as a function of 
temperature. (ii) Two-step heat treatment for development of GCs. Modified from 
(Ka,14). 
One should point out that the width and temperature range of the nucleation and growth 
curves vary based on the glass composition. Typically, nucleation process is present at 
temperature range of Tg, and crystal growth occurs at higher temperatures (Ka,14). Only 
after the nuclei radius r  is bigger or equal to this critical value, r*, the crystal growth may 
start. At the Ostwald-Miers temperature range (metastable supercooling), the 
crystallization is initiable only if and from the nuclei developed in the nucleation 
temperature range (Ho,12). 
 
Figure 5 (ii) illustrates the heat treatment process as a variation between the glass 
transition (nucleation) and crystallization temperatures. It is important to acknowledge 
that if a glass is cooled down from high temperature and if it is heat-treated in the 
Ostwald-Miers range, nucleation and growth cannot be induced, so, nuclei and crystals 
are not being formed.  
 
As it was mentioned above, nucleation is the formation of crystal-like structures that are 
able to grow further. Homogeneous nucleation presumes the same probability of critical 
nucleus formation in any given volume of the glass, while heterogeneous nucleation 
occurs when incorporating nucleation sites to the glass (Ma,15). 
 
The change in Gibbs-free energy ΔG is the bulk free energy change per mole on 
crystallization and is a thermodynamic driving force for the glass-crystal phase transition. 
The dependence between Gibbs free energy (ΔG) and radius of nuclei (r) is represented 
in the Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. Gibbs free energy (ΔG) as a function of the radius of nuclei (r) (He,15).  
The change in Gibbs free energy per mole is described by the following equation: 
 
∆𝐺 =  −
4
3
𝜋𝑟3∆𝑔𝑣 + 4𝜋𝑟
2𝛾 + ∆𝐺𝐸         (1) 
 
Where nuclei radius is 𝑟, the interfacial energy that corresponds to the required energy 
for the formation of the new surface of the nucleus is  𝛾, ∆𝑔𝑣 is the free-energy change 
per unit volume that is produced by the formation of nuclei and ∆𝐺𝐸 is the fraction 
representing elastic distortion energy during a structural change (Ho,12). 
 
When ∆𝐺 is negative, there exists an important prerequisite for the development of 
particles capable of growing. If a particular minimum size r* (critical nucleus size) is 
achieved, the surface term (4𝜋𝑟2𝛾) and the elastic strain term (∆𝐺𝐸) are smaller than the 
volume term ( −
4
3
𝜋𝑟3∆𝑔𝑣). The theoretical derivation of nuclei with the critical radius (r*), 
without considering ∆𝐺𝐸  is as follow (Ho,12):  
 
𝑟∗ = −
2𝛾
∆𝑔𝑣
           (2) 
 
Next, the kinetic barrier at which the change of free energy is sufficient for growing the 
nuclei into crystals (ΔG*) is given by: 
 
∆𝐺∗ = −
16𝜋𝛾3
3(∆𝑔𝑣)2
          (3) 
 
Particles that achieved radius r* or larger are capable of growing further and form 
crystals, whilst particles that did not achieve critical radius are called subcritical particles 
and are subject to disintegration in the glass (Ho,12). 
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2.3.3 Previous work on Er3+ doped glass-ceramics 
In previous studies (No,18), (Sz,19), glasses within the system 75NaPO3–(25-x)CaO–
xCaF2–0.15Er2O3 (in mol%) with x = 0, 10, 20 and 25 were investigated. The study 
showed that bulk crystallization of CaF2 doped with Er3+ occurred in the glass x=25 during 
heat treatment. However, such glass retains low thermal stability indicated by Tx-
Tg~50C, with Tx and Tg being the onset of the crystallization temperature and the glass 
transition temperature, respectively. Thus, this glass cannot be drawn into fiber.  
 
This study will focus on improving the thermal stability of the glass while ensuring the 
preservation of the nucleation and growth mechanisms.   
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 Preparation of the samples 
Glasses with the system (100-x-0.25)(75NaPO3 – 25CaF2) – xFe2O3 – 0.25Er2O3  with x 
= 0, 1.5, 2.5, 5, and 10 in mol% were prepared using standard melting procedure. The 
batches were prepared using the following chemicals: granular (NaPO3)6 from Alfa 
Aesar, 99.99% purity; mesh powder CaF2 from Alfa Aesar, 99.95% metals basis; powder 
Er2O3 from Aldrich, 99% trace metals basis; powder Fe2O3 from Sigma-Aldrich, purity 
greater or equal to 99%. The batches were melted in a quartz crucible in air for 5 minutes 
at temperature range 950-1050C, depending on the glass composition. Table 1 
summarizes the melting temperature used to prepare the different glasses.  
 
Table 1. Melting temperatures of the glasses. 
Sample code Melting temperature Tm  (°C) 
0Fe 950 
1.5Fe 1050 
2.5Fe 1050 
5Fe 1050 
10Fe 1050 
 
The melting temperature has to be increased when melting the batches containing Fe2O3 
in order to prepare a crystal-free material after quenching. After quenching, the glasses 
were annealed at 200C for 5 hours to release the stress which appeared during the 
quenching process.  
3.1.1 Glass-ceramics 
Glass-ceramics were prepared employing the nucleation and growth theory from the as-
prepared glasses. At first, the glasses were held at glass transition temperature Tg + 
20°C for 17 hours to create the nuclei and then, to induce internal crystallization, the 
temperature was increased to the glass crystallization temperature (Tp) of each glass 
and maintained for 1 and 6 hours for each sample as performed in (No,18), (Sz,19). 
3.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
Surface topography and composition analysis of the glass samples were conducted 
using the Carl Zeiss Crossbeam 540 Gemini Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
connected with an Oxford Instruments Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (X-MaxN 
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80) detector (EDS). Before the analysis, the glass samples needed to be polished and 
coated with carbon. Generally, non-conductive samples are coated with carbon to 
enhance the image contrast. Polishing is required for obtaining flat surfaces without 
scratches, otherwise, the uneven sample profile will interfere the signal approaching the 
detector.  
 
One of the main advantages of SEM over light microscope is the significantly improved 
resolution achieved by the fact that electrons possess smaller wavelengths than photons 
do. Using SEM, it is possible to scan and produce an image of very fine details. Figure 
7 describes the schematic outline of a scanning electron microscope basis components.  
 
 
Figure 7. Schematic diagram of SEM equipment (St,08). 
Primary electrons are generated in an electron source. They are accelerated and formed 
into a finely focused beam, which is modelled by a lens (or combination of lenses) and 
aperture. The location of the electron beam on the specimen is regulated using scan 
coils, which create a raster-like pattern rather than a spot. Finally, the objective lens 
controls the focus of the beam on the sample. (St,08) 
 
When the beam reaches the sample and the primary electrons interact with the material, 
they produce various charged particles and photons are emitted back from the sample 
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surface. The examples of signals and irradiations generated in an electron-sample 
interaction are shown in Figure 8.  
 
 
Figure 8. Examples of useful signals produced when the electron beam strikes the 
sample (St,08). 
The generated signals may be collected to an image, diffraction pattern or chemical 
spectrum. The fundamental signals are backscattered electrons (BSE) and secondary 
electrons (SE); their generation, transport and escape are determined by different 
surface topography and chemical composition of the samples. The SEM image is formed 
accordingly, based on variations of the signals, by scanning the arbitrary area point by 
point. (St,08) 
3.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
The equipment was Panalytical EMPYREAN multipurpose X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD) 
with nickel filtered copper K-Alpha radiation. The spectra were acquired utilizing the 
Bragg-Brentano geometry and by rotating the sample holder around the Phi-axis at a 
constant speed of 16 revolutions per minute. 
 
The XRD operation principle involves production of X-rays with typical wavelength of 
about 1-10 m, which is in range of the interatomic spacing in crystals. Elastic scattering 
happens when the X-rays hit the specimen. Generated scattered X-rays have the same 
wavelength as the incident, while different intensities and spatial distributions form a 
unique diffraction pattern defined by the exclusive composition and structure of the 
sample. 
 
X-ray diffractometers may have different configurations based on the sample 
requirements; however, there are five common components in each system. The typical 
schematic representation of an X-ray diffractometer is depicted in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The schematic representation of basic components in an X-ray 
diffractometer (He,09). 
X-ray generator produces primary X-rays, which are then processed by the X-ray optics 
to be at the required wavelength and meet other important parameters for the diffraction. 
Goniometer and sample stage rotate the sample to establish the necessary geometry to 
satisfy the Bragg’s condition. Sample alignment and monitor are used for correct sample 
positioning in the machine and for monitoring its state. Finally, the area detector collects 
the scattered X-rays to produce a diffraction pattern. 
 
The Bragg law is considered to be one of the fundamental ways to outline the principle 
of the X-rays diffraction. The required condition is described by the following equation: 
 
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin 𝜃                   (4) 
 
where 𝑛 stands for the order of reflection and is an integer number,  𝜆 is the wavelength 
of the produced X-rays, 𝑑 is the distance between each adjacent crystal planes, and 𝜃 
is the Bragg angle at which the diffraction peak is observed (He,09).  
 
Figure 10 illustrates the Bragg’s condition in practice. 
  
Figure 10. The Bragg’s condition illustrated (a). The diffraction peak for the angle θ 
(b) (He,09). 
In the picture, incident X-rays are hitting the surface at an angle 𝜃, thus, producing 
diffracted X-rays with maximum intensity (diffraction peak).  
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3.4 Physical properties 
The density of the glass samples was determined employing the Archimedes’ principle 
which implicates that the force acting on the sample immersed in liquid is equal to the 
weight of the displaced liquid. This approach is convenient for the density measurements 
of the samples with irregular shape, which glass pieces have. Ethanol was chosen as 
the immersion liquid as the glasses are hygroscopic. 
 
The measurement was conducted using an OHAUS Adventurer Analytical scale along 
with the density measurement kit. First, the weight of the sample in air and then in ethanol 
was measured. Second, the Equation 5 was used to calculate the density of glass: 
 
𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
        (5) 
 
where 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑖𝑟  is the mass of the sample in air, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 stands for the mass of the 
sample in the immersion liquid (ethanol), 𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒  is the density of the sample, and 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑  
is the density of immersion liquid (ethanol) at the temperature at the time of 
measurements.  
 
The accuracy of measurement is ±0.02g/cm3. 
3.5 Thermal properties 
The thermal analysis of the glass is performed in order to evaluate its characteristic 
temperatures, which include the glass transition temperature Tg, the onset of 
crystallization Tx, and the crystallization temperature Tp. The glass transition temperature 
is indicated by a discontinuous change in the specific heat of the material happening due 
to a glass converting from solid to the liquid state. Then, the increase in the specific heat 
of the material causes “a shift in the baseline, or offset, of the curve” indicating the onset 
of crystallization temperature. The next feature in the thermogram is the enthalpy being 
released from the glass as a corollary of crystallization and the glass structure becomes 
more ordered. Clearly, this point at the thermogram implies the crystallization 
temperature. (Sh,05) 
 
The measurements were carried out using NETZSCH STA 449 F1 Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) equipment with a heating rate of 10oC/min. The schematic of the 
equipment is depicted in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of the DSC equipment (Zh,19). 
Measurement principle is as follows: powder glass sample on a platinum pan is placed 
in one microfurnace and an inert reference in the other. Both microfurnaces are heated 
at a controlled rate (10oC/min) with the same electrical power supplied. If any thermal 
events such as glass transformation, crystallization or phase transformations occur take 
place on the investigated sample, a temperature difference between the sample and the 
reference is measured and, based on it, the heat flow of the sample is plotted as a 
function of temperature. (Zh,19)   
 
The result of a DSC measurement is a DTA curve or a thermogram (shown in Figure 12). 
The direction of the curve points out the nature of the process: exothermic where the 
energy is released or endothermic where the energy is absorbed.  
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Figure 12. Thermogram of the glass with x=5, taken as an example. 
The glass transition temperature Tg is evaluated at the inflection point of the endotherm, 
which can be found at the minimum of the first derivative of the DTA curve. The onset of 
crystallization Tx is the onset of the exothermic peak. The crystallization temperature Tp 
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is the maximum value of the exothermic peak. The accuracy of each temperature value 
is ±3°C. 
3.6 Optical properties 
In this study, the absorption spectra of the polished glass samples were measured using 
an UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (UV-3600 Plus, Shimadzu). The range of the 
measurement was set to 200-1700 nm with a 0.5 nm interval. In order to determine the 
absorption coefficient and absorption cross-section, the thickness of the samples was 
measured with a digital caliper; measurements possess an accuracy of ± 0.05 mm. 
 
Light interaction with the glass can be studied in terms of light absorption. Light 
absorption implies the material absorbing photons, which have the equivalent energy to 
an electronic transition to a higher state. Thus, when the light is passing through the 
sample, its intensity decreases because of the lowered number of photons.  
 
A spectrometer is used to measure the light intensity as a function of wavelength. In 
absorption measurement, the wavelength of the light travelling through the sample is 
varying and by measuring the intensity of the particular outcoming wavelength, an 
absorption spectrum is produced. A schematic of a spectrophotometer is depicted in 
Figure 13.  
 
Figure 13. Schematic diagram of a spectrometer (So,05). 
In a spectrometer, the monochromatic beam of light is produced by the monochromator, 
after which the beam is split into two identical beams. One of the beams is passed 
through the sample and the other one goes uninterrupted. As a result, the detector 
measures two intensities 𝐼0 and 𝐼, the reference intensity and intensity altered by the 
sample’s absorption respectively. (So,05)  
 
The absorbance 𝐴 evaluates to what extent the light is absorbed and is calculated by 
taking the ratio of the two above mentioned intensity values according to the following 
formula:  
 
𝐴 = log (
𝐼
𝐼0
)           (6) 
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The absorption coefficient (cm-1) takes into account the thickness of the samples and is 
calculated with the Beer Lambert-law:  
 
𝛼 =
ln(10)
𝐿
𝐴           (7) 
 
where 𝐿 is the thickness of the sample in cm. (So, 05) 
 
Next, the absorption cross-section σ(𝜆) (cm2), which provides the information about 
absorption taking into account the number of absorbing particles, is calculated using the 
following equation:  
 
σ =
ln(10)
𝑁𝐿
𝐴           (8) 
 
where 𝑁 is the RE-ion concentration (ions/cm3) calculated from RE-ion mol% and the 
density of a glass.  
 
The absorption coefficient possesses an accuracy of ± 10%.  
3.7 Structural analysis 
The IR spectra of the glasses crushed into powder were measured using a Perkin Elmer 
Spectrum FTIR2000 using Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode in the range of 650–
1600 cm−1. The resolution of the measurement was 2 cm-1 and the spectra were obtained 
from the accumulation of 8 scans. 
 
Infrared (IR) region covers a range of frequencies in an electromagnetic spectrum, which 
is commonly defined in between 14300 and 20 cm-1. By exposing a sample to IR 
radiation, changes in the vibrational energy levels and dipole moment of molecules are 
observed. These characteristics depend on the strength of the chemical bond between 
atoms and the mass of each atom. Therefore, the spectrum of the radiation collected 
after the incident IR-beam passed through the sample provides the information about 
the structure of the studied sample. (Mo,16) 
 
The Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) technique is used for this 
measurement. Figure 14 depicts a schematic representation of a typical Fourier 
Transform Infrared Spectrometer setup.  
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Figure 14. Schematic diagram of an FTIR spectrometer. (So,05) 
The setup employs a Michelson interferometer with a beam splitter, which divides the 
incident IR radiation into two beams; one directed to the fixed mirror and the other one 
to the moving mirror. The beams recombine at the beam splitter after being reflected 
from the mirrors. They may produce constructive or destructive interference based on 
the path differences. Then, the IR radiation travels through the sample located between 
the beam splitter and detector. An interferogram of a IR-spectrum in frequency domain 
is produced after the Fourier transform of the fluctuations in intensity of the measured 
IR-radiation obtained in time domain. (Re,10) 
 
Additionally, the Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) technique was used in this study. 
The schematic of an ATR is presented in Figure 15.   
 
 
Figure 15. Schematic diagram of the ATR setup. (ATR,05) 
The operation principle is as follows: sample should be in direct contact with the ATR 
crystal, which must have a considerably larger refractive index than that of the sample 
since the internal reflectance is required. The infrared beam undergoes a total internal 
reflection while travelling between the surfaces. This produces the evanescent wave, 
which extends beyond the crystal penetrating the sample, being absorbed. The 
absorption of the evanescent wave is then measured and an infrared spectrum of a 
studied sample is obtained. (Re,10)  
3.8 Spectroscopic properties 
The emission spectra of the glasses crushed into powder were measured in the range 
1400-1700 nm with a 0.5 nm interval using a Jobin Yvon iHR320 spectrometer with a 
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Hamamatsu P4631-02 detector and a Thorlabs FEL 1500–filter. The excitation 
wavelength 980 nm was provided with a monochromatic single-mode fiber pigtailed 
laser diode (CM962UF76P-10R, Oclaro). For these measurements, fine powder of each 
glass sample was placed in a sample holder at the room temperature to be able to 
compare the intensity of the emission between the samples.  
 
An atomic system can be excited to a higher energy state from the ground state by a 
photon via collision. When the atom possesses an excited state, a spontaneous emission 
may occur and a new photon will be released, while the atom transitions to a lower 
energy state. Emitted photons have a specific wavelength based on the energy 
difference between the transition states of the system.  
 
The emission spectroscopy utilizes the photoelectric effect as follows: the studied atomic 
system is bombarded with photons in order to excite the electrons, after which the 
wavelengths of the emitted photons are determined. The output of the measurement is 
an emission spectrum. Thus, the elemental composition of the studied sample can be 
analyzed. The emission principle for Er3+-ions, emitting at 1.5 m, was described in 
section 2.2.2. 
 
The emission spectra can be obtained using an optical instrument called 
spectrofluorometer (So, 05). A schematic representation of a spectrofluorometer setup 
is shown in Figure 16.  
 
 
Figure 16. Schematic diagram of a spectrofluorometer. (So,05) 
The excitation is achieved by using a light source and an excitation (Exc.) 
monochromator, which produces a light beam of a specific wavelength exc. After 
excitation, the beam of emitted photons is collected by a focusing lens, after which the 
beam passes through the emission (Em.) monochromator and only a certain narrow 
spectral band travels to the detector, which measures the intensity of the band. Thus, 
the detector measures the intensities of the emission scanning through different 
wavelengths and an emission spectrum is constructed.   
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Phosphate glasses have been of a great interest for research due to their low melting 
temperature, high electrical conductivity, high thermal expansion coefficients, and other 
physical properties. In (No,18), (Sz,19), bulk crystallization of CaF2 doped with Er3+ was 
found to occur in the glass (75NaPO3-25CaF2) upon heat treatment leading to a strong 
increase in the intensity of the upconversion. However, the glass is a poor glass former 
(as evidenced by Tx-Tg~50C) and so it cannot be drawn into fiber.  
 
In this work, iron(III) oxide (Fe2O3) was added into the composition to order to increase 
the thermal stability of the original glass without changing the nucleation and growth 
mechanism. First, the impact of the addition of Fe2O3 on the physical, thermal, optical, 
structural and luminescence properties of the glass is reported. Then, we report the 
changes in those properties after heat treatment of the glasses. 
4.1 Impact of the glass composition on various glass properties 
Glass samples with the composition (100-x-0.25)(75NaPO3–25CaF2)–xFe2O3–
0.25Er2O3  with x = 0, 1.5, 2.5, 5, and 10 in mol% were prepared using standard melting 
procedure. Melting temperature (Tm) of the samples containing iron was higher to ensure 
full melting of the batch. As compared to previous study (No,18), all the glasses were 
melted in quartz crucibles to avoid reaction between Fe (iron) and Pt (platinum). 
 
Table 2 summarizes the thermal properties of the as-prepared glasses along with melting 
temperatures, and densities.  
 
Table 2. Melting temperatures, densities, and thermal properties of the as-prepared 
glasses. 
 
With an increase in x, the density of the glass increases. This result is observed because 
the concentration of heavier element Fe is increasing. An increase in x also increases 
the glass transition temperature Tg, the onset of crystallization Tx, and of the maximum 
of the crystallization peak Tp. The values of ∆T indicating the thermal stability also 
increased.  
Sample 
code 
Melting 
temperature 
Tm  (°C) 
Glass density  
ρ ± 0.02 (g/cm3) 
Tg ± 3 (°C) Tx ± 3 (°C) Tp ± 3 (°C) 
∆T= Tx-Tp 
± 6 (°C) 
 x=0 950 2,67 338 425 457 87 
 x=1.5 1050 2,70 353 440 461 88 
 x=2.5 1050 2,72 359 469 490 110 
 x=5 1050 2,76 378 482 498 104 
 x=10 1050 2,85 401 522 549 121 
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Thermal stability of the glass parametrizes glass’ kinetic resistance to the crystallization 
and needs to be about 100°C (preferably larger) to consider the glass a stable glass 
(Ce,11). Therefore, we show here that the addition Fe2O3 improves the thermal stability 
of the glass. Surprisingly, the ∆T of the glass with x=0 is larger than the one reported in 
(No,18). One should remind that the glasses have the same composition but they were 
prepared in different crucible (quartz and Pt crucibles).  
 
The IR spectra of the investigated glasses, normalized to the band at 890cm-1, are 
presented in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Normalized IR spectra of the as-prepared glasses. 
The spectra exhibit bands at ~730 cm-1, 890 cm-1, 1020 cm-1 and 1090-1115 cm-1 and 
multiple shoulders in the range of 950-1000 cm-1, 1130-1170 cm-1, and 1220-1315 cm-1. 
The bands at ~730 and 1080 cm-1 are assigned to symmetric stretching vibrations of (P-
O-P) linkages connecting Q2 units, while the 890 cm-1 band attributes the asymmetric 
stretching modes (P-O-P)as (Ve,13). The band at 1260 cm-1 can be related to asymmetric 
stretching modes (O-P-O)as fundamental vibrations of Q2 units (Ko,10). The bands at 
870, ~960 and ~1020 cm-1 can be assigned to the asymmetric stretching vibrations of Q2 
units in chains, small and large rings respectively (Ga,04). The shoulder at ~980 cm-1 
and the band at 1085 cm-1 are related to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching 
vibration of PO32- in Q1 units, respectively (Ab,09). The Q2 and Q1 groups can also 
contribute to the bands at 1085 and 1190 cm-1 respectively. 
 
An increase in x leads to a decrease in intensity of the bands at 730, 1090 and 1260 cm-
1 and to an increase in intensity of the bands in the 950-1050cm-1 range indicating an 
increase in the Q1 units at the expense of Q2 units.  
 
The absorption spectra of the as prepared glasses are presented in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Absorption spectra of the as-prepared glasses. 
The spectra exhibit bands in the visible which can be related to the Er3+ ion 4f- 4f 
transition from the ground state 4I15/2 to various excited levels of Er3+ ions (Hr,17). An 
increase in x leads to a few modifications in the spectra: shift of the band gap to longer 
wavelength and appearance of the new bands at ~520 nm and ~980 nm. The appearance 
of the new bands can be attributed to Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions respectively, according to 
(Ch,05). 
 
The absorption coefficients and cross-sections are listed in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Concentration of Er3+ ions and absorption cross-sections of the as-
prepared glasses. 
 
 
A significant increase in the absorption cross-section at 980 nm along with a slight 
decrease at 1532 nm can be observed as x increases. An increase at 980 nm can be 
associated to the presence of Fe2+.  
 
The emission spectra of the as-prepared glasses pumped with an excitation at 980 nm 
are presented in Figure 19. 
 
x 
αAbs at 
980nm(cm-1) 
αAbs at 
1532nm(cm-1) 
Er3+ 
ions/cm3 
(1019) ± 5% 
σAbs at 980 nm 
(10-20) cm-2  
± 10% 
σAbs at 1532 
nm (10-21) cm-2 
± 10% 
0 0.1867 0.5477 8.30 2.22 7.18 
1.5 0.7178 0.5545 8.39 8.56 6.79 
2.5 0.9397 0.5671 8.45 1.11 6.52 
5 1.7527 0.5425 8.55 2.05 6.19 
10 4.2105 0.4687 8.78 4.79 5.46 
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Figure 19. Emission spectra (a) and normalized emission band (b) of the as-
prepared glasses (exc= 980nm). 
The spectra (except the glass with x=10) exhibit a typical emission broad band of Er3+ 
corresponding to a transition from the excited state 4I13/2 to the ground state 4I15/2 (No,18). 
The broad band indicates that the Er-ions are located in an amorphous site. The peaks 
seen in the emission band from the glass with x=10 clearly indicate that the glass is not 
amorphous. The melting temperature of this glass was probably too small leading to the 
fabrication of a partially crystallized glass. 
 
With increase in x, a large decrease in intensity of the emission is observed. As the 
absorption coefficient at 980 nm increases, there, thus, might be an energy transfer to 
the Fe2+ ions. 
 
As seen in Figure 18b, the shape of the band does not experience any significant 
changes when adding Fe2O3 in the glass, which implies that Er-ions are located in a 
similar site in all the glasses with x<10. Therefore, Fe ions are not suspected to enter in 
the first coordination shell of Er-ions.  
4.2 Er3+ doped glass-ceramics 
As in (No,18), the as-prepared glasses were heat treated at Tg + 20 °C for 17 hours 
followed by Tp for 1 and 6 hours in order to create glass-ceramics. The pictures of the 
as-prepared and heat treated glasses are shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Pictures of the as-prepared glasses prior and after the heat treatment 
for 1 and 6 hours. 
Surprisingly, the glass with x=0 becomes opaque after heat treatment and exhibit surface 
crystallization while transparent glass-ceramics were reported in (No,18), (Sz,19). As 
explained in (No,18), a decrease in CaF2 content changes the crystallization tendency of 
the glass: glasses with low CaF2 content were also opaque after heat treatment. 
Therefore, we suspect the glasses to contain a lower amount of CaF2 than expected.   
All glasses, independently of x, exhibit surface crystallization.  
 
The SEM images were collected in order to evaluate the crystals formed in heat-treated 
glass. SEM images of glasses with x=0, 1.5 and 10 heat treated for 6h, taken as an 
example, are presented in Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21. SEM images of x=0, x=1.5 and x=10 samples (6 hours of HT). 
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The SEM analysis confirmed surface crystallization of the glass. As seen in Figure 21, 
crystals with different shapes were found in the glasses while the CaF2 crystals were 
reported to have a round shape (No,18). In sample x=0, the crystals are more defined 
and sharp. In sample x=1.5, the crystals seem to be more round and shorter in general. 
In sample x=10, there are no prolonged and sharp crystals. 
 
The XRD patterns of the glasses are presented in Figure 21. 
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Figure 22. XRD of the as-prepared glasses after the heat treatment for 6 hours. 
The crystals correspond to the symbols as following: CaNaO4P – v, NaFeO2 – x,   
Na2Ca2P2O7F20 – ^, Ca2P2O7 –  *, NaPO3 – o. 
The XRD patterns exhibit different peaks which can be related to different crystals, the 
composition of which depends on the glass composition. Surprisingly, the glass with x=0 
does not exhibit the peaks related to CaF2 crystals but exhibits peaks which can be 
assigned to NaPO3, CaNaO4P, Na2Ca2P2O7F20 and Ca2P2O7. Similar crystals were found 
to precipitate in the glass with the composition (75 NaPO3-(25-x) CaO-xCaF2) with x 
between 10 and 20 mol%. Therefore, the glass with x=0 is confirmed to be less 
concentrated in F. As recently reported (Sz,19), the loss in F can be related to the use 
of Quartz crucible: SiF4 is expect to form between CaF2 and SiO2 during the glass 
preparation as suggested in (Za,94). The decrease in the Fluorine content due to the use 
of quartz crucible is in agreement with the large T measured for this glass as compared 
to the T reported in (No,18) and also in agreement with the surface crystallization upon 
heat treatment. 
 
An increase in x leads to a decrease in intensity of the peaks related to Na2Ca2P2O7F20, 
NaPO3 and to an increase of the peaks related to Ca2P2O7. New peaks appear which 
can be related to NaFeO2.  
 
The emission properties of the heat treated glasses are presented in Figure 22 (next 
page). The heat treatment leads to a slight increase in the intensity of the emission 
except for the glass with x=0. The increase in intensity is stronger as x increases 
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indicating that an addition in Fe2O3 increases the crystallization tendency of the glass 
probably as it depolymerizes the glass network as discussed earlier.  
 
One can also notice that the shape of the emission band changes after heat treatment: 
the emission band becomes narrower after heat treatment indicating that the heat 
treatment leads to changes in the site of the Er-ions. We think that the heat treatment 
reduces the site distribution of Er-ions as the band is narrower after heat treatment 
without exhibiting sharp peaks. Er ions are suspected to remain in the amorphous glass. 
It is interesting to point out that the emission band of Er in the glass with x=10 becomes 
broader after heat treatment indicating that the Er-ions are located in amorphous site 
after heat treatment.   
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Figure 23. Emission spectra (1st column), normalized emission band (2nd and 3d column) of the heat-
treated glasses (exc = 980nm).
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
New glasses within the composition of (100-x-0.25)(75NaPO3–25CaF2)–xFe2O3–
0.25Er2O3  with x = 0, 1.5, 2.5, 5, and 10 in mol% were prepared and characterized.  
 
Density measurements and differential thermal analysis (DTA) were performed in order 
to study the effect of Fe2O3 addition on the physical and thermal properties of the new 
glasses. An increase in Fe2O3 concentration leads to an increase in the glass density 
due to an increase in the concentration of heavier element such as Fe. DTA revealed an 
increase in glass transition and crystallization temperatures, also showing an increase in 
∆T, confirming that the new glasses are thermally stable and, therefore, can be drawn 
into fibers. From the structural analysis (IR spectroscopy), an increase in x leads to an 
increase in the Q1 units at the expense of Q2 units. In the absorption spectra of the glass, 
the addition of Fe2O3 leads to the appearance of new absorption bands which can be 
related to Fe2+ and Fe3+. A significant decrease in intensity of the emission at 1.5 m 
along with an increase in the absorption cross-section at 980 nm was observed and was 
associated with the energy transfer to the Fe2+ ions. The shape of the emission band did 
not experience any big changes with increase in x, except for the glass with x=10 
indicating that in the as-prepared glasses Er-ions are located in the amorphous site of 
the glass free of Fe ions. The as-prepared sample with x=10 is most likely crystallized. 
 
The as-prepared glasses were heat treated at Tg + 20 °C for 17 hours followed by Tp for 
1 and 6 hours. The heat treatment changes the transparency of the glasses to opaque 
and led to surface crystallization, independently of x. An addition in Fe2O3 increases the 
crystallization tendency of the glass as it depolymerizes the glass network. Based on the 
previous study (No,18), the surface crystallization of the glass with x=0 was related to 
lower CaF2 content than expected due to the use of quartz crucible for the melting of the 
glass. The surface crystallization was confirmed using SEM and XRD. The heat 
treatment led to surface crystallization with multiple crystals (CaNaO4P, NaFeO2, 
Na2Ca2P2O7F20, Ca2P2O7, NaPO3) but no CaF2 was detected in the glasses. As the 
concentration of Fe2O3 increases, the increase in intensity of the emission of the glass-
ceramics compared to the as-prepared becomes stronger. From the shape of the 
emission band, Er-ions are suspected to remain in the amorphous glass. 
 
This thesis was aimed to create and characterize new Er-doped glass-ceramics. The 
newly produced glasses proved to be thermally stable, which was the objective of this 
study. However, the impact of Fe2O3 addition on nucleation and growth mechanism was 
not studied “properly” because of losses of CaF2 during the melting, which is due to use 
of quartz crucible. The study should be repeated using alumina crucible to avoid the 
losses of F during the glass melting.  
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